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Structural variants (SVs) – genomic 
differences ≥50 base pairs – contribute to 
human disease, traits, and evolution.
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Conclusion

- Over 60% of human genetic variation is in 
structural variants ≥50 bp, most of which 
were detected only by PacBio sequencing.

- The sensitivity for structural variants is 
high even at low-coverage (5- to 10-fold) 
PacBio sequencing.

- Structural variant discovery with PacBio 
sequencing holds promise to increase the 
solve rate for Mendelian disease cases.
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Figure 1. Common types of structural variant.
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Compared to single nucleotide variants 
(SNVs) and indels, structural variants are 
few by count yet include most of the base 
pairs that differ between two humans.

Figure 2. Count of and base pairs affected by variants in a 
human genome from structural variant, indel, and single 
nucleotide variant calls in HG00733 against GRCh38 from 
multiple sequencing technologies.1 Only 0.5% of variants but 
60% of variant base pairs are in structural variants ≥50 bp.

Most human structural variants were 
detected only by PacBio long reads.
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The inability to detect structural variants 
limits the solve rate of exome and short-read 
whole genome sequencing.2

We develop and apply a workflow for 
detecting structural variants in PacBio long 
reads to improve the solve rate for 
Mendelian disease cases.

Figure 3. Sensitivity for structural variants in a human 
genome by technology. Most of the structural variants in 
HG00733 were detected only by PacBio long reads due to the 
propensity of structural variants to involve repeats or large 
insertions that are not spanned by short reads.1

To detect structural variants, we apply whole 
genome sequencing on the PacBio Sequel 
System, align reads with NGMLR3, and call 
variants with pbsv.
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Figure 6. pbsv calls structural variants directly from read 
alignments. To call structural variants, pbsv identifies large 
deletion or insertion events in alignments, clusters nearby 
events that have similar length and sequence, and 
summarizes into a call.

PacBio Reads in IGV – http://igv.org
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Figure 9. Structural variants in IGV. Improved support for 
PacBio long reads in IGV 2.4 makes it easy to see structural 
variants in haplotypes.  PacBio reads agree with Illumina at 
single nucleotides but also show structural variation, such an 
insertion at GRCh37 chr13:78,585,000.
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Figure 8. Low-coverage sequencing on the PacBio 
Sequel System identifies a pathogenic structural variant 
in a Mendelian disease. Short-read whole genome 
sequencing failed to provide a diagnosis for an individual with 
(A) cardiac myxomata.  (B) Low-coverage PacBio sequencing 
identified thousands of structural variants, which were filtered 
to six variants of interest.  (C) One is a heterozygous deletion 
of the first coding exon of PRKAR1A, null mutations in which 
cause autosomal dominant Carney complex.  (D) The 
deletion breakpoints were confirmed by Sanger sequencing. 
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Figure 4. Overall workflow to detect structural variants 
from PacBio long reads.
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Figure 5. NGMLR correctly aligns PacBio reads around 
structural variants.3 (A) PacBio reads have indels both from 
biological variation and sequencing errors. (B) NGMLR uses a 
convex gap penalty to effectively model the statistics of both 
types. (C) The same reads aligned with BWA and NGMLR 
illustrate how NGMLR produces sharp alignment gaps.

To evaluate the sensitivity of PacBio reads 
for structural variants vs. coverage, we 
generated 211 Gb (70-fold) for HG00733, 
subsampled coverage, and compared the 
variant calls to the full call set.  Sensitivity is 
high even at modest 5- to 10-fold coverage.

Figure 7. Sensitivity for structural variants at different 
PacBio coverage levels in HG00733.

- 87% sensitivity at 
10-fold coverage

- 95% sensitivity at 
20-fold coverage

- low false discovery 
rate at all coverages


